DETAILING
SCALE MODEL AIRCRAFT
SECOND EDITION
The most comprehensive book on assembling, modifying, detailing,
painting, decaling and weathering aircraft with over
850 sequenced color photographs

THE FIRST
SCALE MODELING BOOK
DESIGNED TO BE UPDATED AND EXPANDED

CHAPTER 1
SCALE MODELING TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT
HOW TO USE THIS BOOK
When I wrote “Detailing Scale Model Aircraft” way back in 1990, I thought that the scale modeling hobby industry and the cottage
industry, which began producing resin and photoetch accessories, had reached the peak of its golden age. As I started to review the text
from my first aircraft book in preparation for this book, I realized that aircraft scale modeling had matured so much that complete
sections of the original text were no longer applicable. In fact the entire text had to be re-written to incorporate almost 30 years of scale
modeling advances. With new kits sporting higher levels of detail and accuracy and a multitude of parts, with resin detail sets for
everything from cockpits to bombs and photoetch detail sets both painted and unpainted, comes new challenges on how to best use,
build and incorporate all these wonderful accessories into the scale modeling experience.
As with all my books, this one is also organized by topic. That is to say that if you want to learn or read up on construction techniques,
cockpit detailing or decal application then you can quickly turn to that chapter of the book and find a specific topic. Since this book has
no binding, as chapters are expanded or new chapters are added, you can quickly update this book by replacing or adding chapters
instead of purchasing a new book. Not having a binding allows this book to be layed flat on your work bench and it allows for the
incorporation of an unlimited number of color pictures. I recommend that you go through the entire book once to get a feel for the
book’s organization and where to find specific information and techniques that are presented.
There are three key basic skills for making your scale modeling experience more enjoyable, and these have not changed in 50 years.
They are assembly, painting and decaling techniques and these three topics form the triangle of success for scale model building in any
subject area. Whether you are building out of the box or adding lots of detail to achieve a higher level of accuracy, your finished
model should show no seams, surface flaws or glue marks, have a clean and consistent paint job and sport decals that have not
silvered, are straight and level and conform to the model’s surface.
It takes practice to get good at the basics but that’s part of the fun of the hobby. With each kit that you build, you should focus on
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These are the three types of glues I like to use. I made the
glue tube holder for the Testors red tube glue for upright
positioning. The clear tubes to the right of the Testors glue
are for precise super glue application.

Here are the basic hand tools for snipping, cutting, trimming
and scraping. The long black blades are stencil knifes and
the stainless steel sniper is a despruing tweezer cutter.

Miter boxes and razor saws are necessary for cutting plastic
stock. The miter boxes are specifically designed for use with
the razor saws. The saws also come in various cutting grades.

I have various sizes of files with different shapes. These files
have a lot of uses in scale modeling. They are great for
shaping and cleaning up cut outs, such as access panels,
hatches and squaring off edges and corners.

Testors, K&S Engineering and Revell sell color coded
waterproof sandpaper. The U shaped tool is a Flex-I-File
and the nail care sanding sticks work great on plastic. Balsa
Wood makes great sanding blocks for contoured areas.

For taping parts together for fit checks, gluing and for
masking, I like to use 3M painter masking tape #2050 and
Tamiya masking tape.
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CHAPTER 2
ASSEMBLY TECHNIQUES
REMOVING PARTS AND TEST FITTING
The general assembly sequences layed out in the kit’s instructions are usually very good, but individual sequences and steps are
not always in tune with the details and modifications you may want to add and the paint scheme that you have in mind. In
addition, there may be fit challenges that require you to deviate from the instructions from time to time. Some good examples of
odd kit instruction steps are: clear parts being added to the outside areas of the fuselage prior to the completion of construction,
landing gear that are attached before painting the exterior and guns and bombs that are installed prior to the wings being attached
to the fuselage.
After you have studied the kits assembly instructions and put some thought into how you want to build the kit, what
modifications and details you may want to add and what colors and paint scheme you want, the next step is to start removing
parts and test fitting. I consider test fitting a very important step because this is where you will find out how well the kit fits
together and it will get you thinking about how to deal with any fit challenges that you identify. I have been test fitting every kit I
ever built for almost three decades now, and this step has always helped improve my scale modeling experience and the finished
model.

I use a fine point black sharpie to write the part numbers on the individual parts that I am going to remove. Never snap parts off
their trees as this may leave an indentation in the part where it was connected to the tree. This indentation will almost always occur
along a gluing surface. Always cut the tabs which connect the parts to the trees using a pair of plastic cutters and be sure to leave a
small amount of the tab on the part. It is much easier to remove the excess tab from the part after the part has been removed from the
tree than it is to try to remove the entire tab while the part is attached to the tree.
After all the necessary parts have been removed from the trees, you can finish removing the excess stubs from the parts. Sometimes
the stub connection points are round and sometimes they are flat. A lot of the new kits that use slide molding have stub connection
points that are round on one side and flat on the other side. Typically the actual point where the tree stub meets the part is very thin
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Even the engine nacelles were used to hide small pieces of
lead weight to help balance the B-26. To secure the pieces of
lead, white glue was squirted into the opening.

The engines of this 1/32 scale P-38 were filled with copper
bee bees to help balance the model and get it to site correctly.
White glue was used to secure the bee bees in place.

Lead weight was also carefully added to the nose of this
P-38, but positioned so that the weight would not interfere
with the placement of the machine gun barrels.

The interior gun details on the 1/32 scale P-38 were not used
so that more weight could be added.

To glue parts together, tape the halves together positioning
the parts along the seam line as you tape.

On older kits, you may have to use a lot of tape to get the
halves to fit together correctly.
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To sand the plastic at the attachment point, cover the clear
surface with masking tape to protect it and use the tip of a
sanding stick to carefully wet sand the plastic smooth.

These clear parts are not wide enough to fit snugly into their
locations, so thin strips of plastic were super glued
onto the surface. Masking tape was applied to the surface to
prevent the super glue from fogging it.

The excess plastic was carefully trimmed and
sanded smooth.

Now these clear parts fit tightly into their locations.

This canopy had to have a tiny length of plastic attached to
get it to sit level on the cockpit canopy tracks.

Masking clear parts depends a lot on the shape of the clear
area and the height of the framing. On this part, I used one
piece of tape over the front, which was traced along the
framing with a pencil. I then cut along the trace line.
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CHAPTER 3
COCKPIT AND INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION,
DETAILING, PAINTING AND BASIC WEATHERING
Building, detailing and weathering aircraft cockpits and interiors depends on the scale that you are working in, the type of
aircraft that you are building and what type of painting, detailing and weathering efforts you want to put into your project. I
like to concentrate my creativity in those areas where viewers can see console instruments, seats and seat belts, electrical and
electronics boxes, wiring, plumbing, guns, ammo belts, switches, dials and gauges. This chapter focuses on six different aircraft
interior projects, and the techniques used to build them. The details added range from painting, kit part modifications, using
regular photoetch detail sets and pre-painted sets, using instrument and gauge decals, highlighting and basic weathering and
working with a resin detail set.
COCKPIT AND INTERIOR PAINTING

For almost all my painting I use an airbrush as it provides me with great flexibility to mix paint colors and apply them in very
thin coats. I use small flat brushes for drybrushing and for the application of pencil pastel dust. I use sharpened toothpicks for
detail painting for things like instrument bezels, switches, small dials, wiring and plumbing and I use a silver colored pencil to
show where surface paint has worn off.
Cockpits and interior paint colors vary greatly depending on the aircraft you are building. Generally, aircraft manufacturers and
the countries that fly them tend to standardize their interior colors, but this too can change as military aircraft during war years
can have different interior colors due to changes to aircraft technical guidance or shortages in paint colors.
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The black canvas covers on the bottoms of the control sticks
were drybrushed with flat white.

The edges of the electrical boxes and the framing received a
subtle drybrush of Testors silver paint.

The oxygen canisters were airbrushed first, and then masked.
The straps were airbrushed flat black with some flat white
added. Before the masking was removed the straps were
drybrushed with flat white.

The leather pouch was attached to the framing so everything
was carefully masked and the pouch airbrushed
with dark brown.

The leather pouch was drybrushed before removing
the masking tape.

The detail painting on the dials, switches and knobs were
done with a toothpick tip dipped into a paint bottle cap. This
allows for the placement of tiny amounts of paint.
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The last item to install was the seat assembly, but I waited
until after the aircraft was assembled and painted before
installing the seat.

Now that the seat is installed all that is left are the side
windows. The lengths of the side windows were to short so I
had to add some plastic strips to the edges to get them to fit
tightly between the windscreen and the rear canopy.

The cockpit on this 1/48 scale AMT B-26 was test fitted to
ensure the floor and interior bulkheads did not interfere with
a tight fit of the fuselage halves.

The female end of this positioning pin had to be removed
because it was noticeable. The hole was filled with super
glue and then a length of rod was inserted into it. The plastic
was then cut, scrapped and the surface sanded smooth.

Test fitting the cockpit side walls showed that areas of the
interior surface needed to be carefully sanded smooth where
the side walls were not located.

All the blemishes on the inside surfaces have been removed
and sanded smooth.
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CHAPTER 4
BUILDING AND DETAILING
ENGINES AND LANDING GEAR
Aside from cockpit and interior detailing, engines and landing gear are also areas of an aircraft model that call out for additional
detailing, careful painting and basic weathering. This chapter focuses on five different engine and landing gear projects, as well as
modifying and detailing parts on several additional aircraft.
DETAILING ENGINES
Aircraft with radial engines have big cowling and consequently large openings, which show off most of the face of the engine. All
radial engines have a wiring harness, which is located at the base of the crankcase in the shape of a ring. The individual spark plug
wires emit from this ring and metal jackets sometimes protect both the ring and the wires. The wires for each cylinder are located next
to one another on the ring with a slightly wider space between sets of wires. One spark plug location is always centered on the front of
the upper area of each cylinder, and the other is located either on the top or on the backside of each cylinder. If the kit’s radial engine
has a separate wiring harness or has one molded to the engine there are most likely stubs along the rings circumference where the
wiring emits. Use a pin vise to set the drill hole locations and then use small drill bits to make indentations for the wiring. If the ring
has no stubs you can mark the wiring harness for the correct number of spark plug wires for each cylinder and then drill small holes in
the ring with a small drill bit so that the wires you add will have a positive seating.
You will also need to drill holes in the cylinders at the approximate spark plug locations. Be sure that the drill bit size that you use
matches the size of the wiring you plan to use. For 1/48 and 1/72 scale engines, you can use strands of electronic wire and
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The oil tank and air cooler plumbing were made from solder
and painted with a black indelible marker.

The firewall and heat shield sub assembly were
then glued together.

Additional plumbing detail was then added to the area
between the firewall and the heat shield.

The first step in drilling out the engines wiring harness for
the spark plug wires is to indent the surface for a drill bit.

A .018 inch ( number 77) bit was used for drilling out the
ends of the wiring harness.

The cylinders were airbrushed and then masked
for additional painting.
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Both sides of the propeller tips were then airbrushed
with flat yellow.

Both sides of the tips were then masked. Be sure that the
masking on both sides of the tips match.

The blades were then airbrushed flat black and then given
two coats of clear gloss for the propeller decals.

The positioning of the decals need to be the same
distance from the tips.

A good coat of clear gloss prevents any silvering of the clear
carrier film of the decal.

The propellers were then given a coat of clear flat to seal the
decals and restore the flat black color.
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CHAPTER 5
GUNS, FLYING WIRES, ANTENNAS,
BOMBS AND CONTROL SURFACES
GUNS
There are several things that you can do to improve the appearance of guns such as adding gun sight rings, ammo belts and a good
paint job, but the single most important thing that you could do is to hollow out the barrels. Since these parts can become very
fragile after drilling, especially in the smaller scales, all preparations such as scraping and sanding should be completed prior to
drilling. It is important that the surface that will be in contact with the drill bit be smooth and flat so that the drill bit will not skew
off to one side. I like to use a number 11 blade to remove the mold lines using very light strokes and then use a Flex–I– File to
restore the round appearance of the barrel. Once the plastic has been cleaned, sanded and the tip of the barrel flattened, the part is
ready for drilling.
There are two basic ways to bore out gun barrels. The first method is by hand and the second is to use a Dremel drill press and a
Dremel vice. When selecting drill bits start with the diameter that you want the finished hole to be and then select several other
sizes that are smaller than the finished diameter. What you want to do is slowly work up to the finished diameter because if you try
to remove too much plastic at once you can collapse the plastic walls or fracture the plastic. I usually try to use every other size
diameter drill bit until I get to the finished diameter.
Before we get into the drilling, you need to decide whether you will use the kits guns, make new barrels from round stock or
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This resin machine gun base and compartment were all one
piece. Here is where careful painting, masking, detail
painting and buffing makes all the difference. The detail
buffing was achieved with Tamiya tiny shaped cotton tips.

Flying wires on biplanes should be carefully planned. The
holes drilled for the wires need to be angled so that the
material used for the wires will be straight. Arrows help
set the angle locations.

Setting the locations of the flying wires on the wings is
especially important. There are sets of wires from front to
back and left to right between each strut. Here again the
holes need to be slightly angled.

After the wings are airbrushed the holes should be re-drilled
as paint can clog the tiny openings. For this 1/48 scale
biplane the holes were drilled with a
.0145 inch (number 79) bit.

For the flying wires between the wings and on the tail
surfaces, the holes were drilled completely
through the wings.

For 1/48 scale biplanes I use nylon sewing thread inked with
an indelible marked. The sewing thread is also stretched to
straighten it before inking it.
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The depths of the holes that were drilled are slightly different
so the wires need to have a little bit of play in them so that
you do not have to mark each wire for each location.

Note that the spacing between each set of wires is the same
for the fuselage and wing locations. The wire I like to use
is .019 inches in diameter and is the same type of steel wire
used in radio controlled aircraft.

To prepare the wires for painting run them through fine grit
sandpaper or a 0000 steel wool pad to clean the surface and
remove any tiny rust spots.

The easy way to paint the wires is to use a silver indelible
marker. Once the wires are dry give them a
coat of clear flat or gloss.

This 1/32 scale aircraft was rigged 25 years ago. The wire
has not sagged, but there are tiny surface rust spots on the
wire because I did not paint it.

This 1/32 scale Hasegawa Peashooter was built over 30 years
ago and the steel wires are still stiff with no sagging and the
silver indelible marker color has not faded and
there is no surface rust.
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CHAPTER 6
PAINTING, DECALING AND BASIC EXTERIOR WEATHERING
PAINT PREPARATION
There are several different types of paints that are available for scale modeling. The chemical compositions of these paints are very
different and they cannot be mixed. There are tried and true enamel paints that have been the mainstay of scale modeling since the
1950’s, there are lacquer paints, water based paints and hybrid paints such as the new Tru-color paint line.
As a rule I use the paint manufacturer's thinner or an alternate thinner that they recommend. Enamel thinners are used for enamel
paints, lacquer thinner is used for lacquer paints, water based thinners for acrylics and for hybrid paints such as Tru-color or Alclad,
use their thinners. If you are using enamels, lacquers or hybrids you can paint water base paints over them or you can paint enamels
over lacquers and lacquers over enamels. However I recommend that you not paint either enamels, lacquers or hybrids over water
base paints.

Since paint pigments tend to settle onto the bottom of the original bottle over a period of time, it is important to mix the paint
thoroughly before each use. This is true of all paints no matter what their chemical properties are. An easy solution is to drop a few
copper coated BBs into the paint and shake it for a few minutes. The reason that I recommend copper coated BBs is that steel ones will
rust in water base paints, and this will change the paint color. Another very good practice is to get into the habit of cleaning the neck
and top of the paint bottle and the inside of the cap cover with tissue every time you open it. This is always the first thing I do after I
shake paint and open it. This practice will insure that you will have a good cap seal so the paint won’t dry out before your project is
completed. I also go through this cleaning process every time I use an airbrush paint bottle.
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To help support the masking tape covering this cockpit,
small sections of tissue were stuffed into the cockpit area.
Small sections of masking tape were applied along the edges
and then larger ones filled in the open area.

Small strips of masking tape were used to outline these
openings and then larger strips were attached to them to
close up the opening.

Tiny strips of masking tape were also used to cover clear
parts that were glued from the inside of the fuselage.

The interiors of the engine cowling were painted and then
carefully masked. They were then attached to the engine
nacelles with larger strips of masking tape so that the upper
and lower finished color demarcation lines would match.

The lower fuselage, engine nacelles and the lower wings on
this B-26 was airbrushed a medium gray color first. Note that
the bomb bay was also carefully masked.

Patterns were cut on cardstock for the lower fuselage and the
engine nacelles. The patterns were transferred to masking
tape and applied to the surfaces. The masking was completed
and the olive drab color was then airbrushed.
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The model was then airbrushed with two coats of clear gloss
for the application of the kits decals.

All the remaining P-38 kit parts were airbrushed using large
sections of balsa wood. Sections of masking were folded
over so that the tape would stick to the wood and allow the
parts to also be attached for airbrushing.

The P-38 flaps had carefully applied masking tape. One side
was the interior color and the other side was the
light sea gray color.

Paint thinned for airbrushing is so thin that successive coats
do not show any indication on partially airbrushed areas.
Note the small sections of tissue stuffed
inside the cockpit area.

The surface of this P-47D has been primed and the seams
checked for any flaws. Note how smooth the airbrushed paint
is. There are no blemishes, orange peel or paint runs.

This aircraft is getting invasion stripes so the first step is to
paint the flat white color. Working from the lighter colors to
the darker colors is usually the best
approach for airbrushing.
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